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Engage Climate Action

The challenge the project is addressing is 

environmental degradation.

How did your team select this topic or 

challenge? 

The team chose this topic because climate 

action is a big debate all over the world. 

People are not using the planet sustainably 

and if no action is taken now, future generation 

will terribly bear the brut of our bad acts. Many 

countries are facing high temperatures, land 

slides, due to acts such as cutting trees 

without planting more, plastics are thrown 

everywhere affecting food production, water 

sources and health of the people. Carbon 

emissions are thrown into the atmosphere by 

industries without mitigation strategies.

COP26 highlighted the importance of every 

person doing something towards reducing 

global warming,



Statistics found on climate Action

● Since 1970 global surface warming have 

risen faster than in any 50 year period.

Global Co2 emission rose highest in 2016 with 

the highest temperatures.

More than 1 million species are at risk of 

extinction by climate change

Within  the next 2 decades, global 

temperatures are likely to rise by 1.5 degrees 

Celsius.

The main threats of climate change stemming 

from rising temperature of earth include rising 

sea levels, ecosystem collapse and more 

frequent severe weather





Investigation Stage

● Trees cut into logs ● Trees cut for firewood



Trees cut for firewood         Water source drying

● Water sources affected



Plastic bottles and polythene bags destroying the environment





Action Stage

● Rid the environment of plastics

● Plant trees to reduce carbon 

emissions



mitigation efforts on climate action

Sensitize students about the mitigation efforts 



● Video Campaign on climate change



video on importance of planting trees 


